
OGA DAVID OLUWADEMILADE
Lagos, Nigeria.

Phone: +2349031648277 | Email: oluwademiladedavidoga@gmail.com | LinkedIn: David Oga
GitHub: OgaDavid Portfolio webite: https://davidoga.vercel.app

CAREER OBJECTIVE

Front-End Engineer with experience building high-quality and scalable web applications. Keen
on staying up-to-date with the latest technologies and best practices. Seeking to work in an
innovative environment where I can gain relevant experience while using my skills to make a
meaningful impact.

SKILLS AND ABILITIES

Technical Skills -
HTML
CSS, Tailwind, MUI, SASS and Styled components
JavaScript
React JS
Next JS
Typescript
Jest and React testing library
Firebase
Mongo DB
Git & GitHub
Planetscale

Soft Skills -
Communication, Leadership, Collaboration.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Gathpay, Dec 2022 - Jul 2023
Frontend Engineer

 Collaborated with the design team to translate Figma designs and prototypes into 100%
functional web pages using React JS, Next JS, Framer motion, Material UI and Tailwind
CSS, ensuring SEO, cross-browser compatibility and responsiveness across all pages.

 Spearheaded the adoption of automated frontend testing tools - Jest and react testing
library resulting in a 60% reduction in bug escape rate and more reliable code
deployments.

 Successfully integrated TypeScript into the existing JavaScript codebase, minimizing
disruptions and ensuring a smooth transition for the development team.
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PROJECTS

Klas.
GitHub: https://github.com/OgaDavid/Klas Live website: https://tryklas.vercel.app

Klas is a platform for anyone to start and grow an online academy. This project is a clone of Klas
built with Next JS, Typescript and Tailwind CSS.

Nike Shop.
GitHub: https://github.com/OgaDavid/nike-shop Live website: https://nike-shop-two.vercel.app

Nike Shop is a Fullstack Next JS E-commerce store. Having all necessary features of a real life
store, users can pay with stripe, add to cart and view dynamic data rendered from the admin
dashboard.

Scribble.
GitHub: https://github.com/OgaDavid/Scribble Live website: https://tryscribble.vercel.app

Scribble is your go-to community space where developers can share and learn from high-quality
tech and programming articles or even start their own blog.

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

Nithub, Unilag Dec 2022 - present
Ambassador

 Created awareness about the hub by using my social presence to promote the hub to
over 2,500 active followers and users across different social media platforms.

PAADC April 2023 - Nov 2023
Protocol

 Sourced for review and pre-event Judges for the design competition.
 Participated in weekly review meetings addressing preparations for the upcoming

design competition and product showcase.

EDUCATION

University of Lagos, 2021 - present
B.Sc Mechanical Engineering

 Inducted as part of the Nigerian Institute of Mechanical Engineers (NIMECHE)

Powerfields College, 2015 - 2021
 Senior School Certificate Examination
 Assistant Senior Prefect: Organized the first career day summit with over 800+ students

in attendance. Invited top professionals in various fields to speak to students about
career options and how to manage their careers wisely.
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